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Custom Bike Fitting Form

Your Violet Crown Cycles bike is tailored to the dimensions of your body like a ﬁne
suit. This means we information about your body to design your bike and look for
any issues that might mean a change in tubing size and geometry to better suit your
needs.
You will need another person to do these measurements. Inches or millimeters are
OK, just be consistent on which system you use throughout. Please measure to at
least the closest 1/8 inch if using English. All measurements should be made on a
hard surface.

Guide for taking measurements
A= Your height, top of your head to ﬂoor, shoes off
B= Top of your shoulder measured above the armpit to the ﬂoor, shoes off
C= Crotch to the ﬂoor, shoes off. You are going
to want to take a rod, dowel, or binding edge of a
hard cover book and shove it up between your legs
so you are getting quite a bit of pressure, as if you
are sitting on a saddle. Measure from the top of
whatever you’ve put between your legs to the ﬂoor.
Make sure whatever you are using stays reasonably
level with the ﬂoor.
D= Crotch to knee. Repeat measurement C but
while kneeling measuring from the top of whatever
you’ve put between your legs to the ﬂoor.
E= Arm length. Measure from the arm pit to the
middle of the palm of your hand.
F= Shoulder width. Measure shoulder to the point
immediately above the arm pit on each side.
G= Armpit to elbow.
H= Stand over height with SHOES ON. Place the rod, dowel, or binding edge of a hard cover book you used on
C & D between your legs except this time place the top of the measuring point at a place that would be a comfortable stand over. This will determine the clearance between your crotch and the top tube of the bike. The top
of measuring point should not be touching your crotch but instead an inch or two below. Measure from the top
of whatever you’ve put between your legs to the ﬂoor. Wear the shoes you would normally cycle in on this bike.
Note: Unless you are planning on requesting clipless pedals, these should not be shoes with cleats.
I= Shoe Size
J= Weight (in pounds)
Your Information

Name __________________________________
A _________

E _________

B _________

F _________

C _________

G _________

D _________

H _________

Measurements in

Millimeters

Inches

I _________ US/Euro sizing
(circle one)
J _________ pounds

